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CATCHING UP WITH ALEXIS BITTARCATCHING UP WITH ALEXIS BITTAR
Alexis Bittar is one of the biggest (and boldest) names in the world ofAlexis Bittar is one of the biggest (and boldest) names in the world of
costume jewellery. Since his humble beginnings in the streets of SoHo incostume jewellery. Since his humble beginnings in the streets of SoHo in
New York over 20 years ago, the Alexis Bittar brand has grown to beNew York over 20 years ago, the Alexis Bittar brand has grown to be
recognized and carried in more than 34 countries around the world. Bittarrecognized and carried in more than 34 countries around the world. Bittar
won the CFDA Accessory Designer of the Year award and the ACE Awardwon the CFDA Accessory Designer of the Year award and the ACE Award
for Brand of the Year in 2014. We caught up with Alexis at Holt Renfrewfor Brand of the Year in 2014. We caught up with Alexis at Holt Renfrew
in Toronto last week, when he was in town to show off his Fine jewelleryin Toronto last week, when he was in town to show off his Fine jewellery
and Holiday collections. Read on to see what makes Alexis tick and keepsand Holiday collections. Read on to see what makes Alexis tick and keeps
him inspired after all these years in the business!him inspired after all these years in the business!
  
On how Alex Bittar changed since 1992…On how Alex Bittar changed since 1992…
I think design-wise, hopefully there is a thread of creativity that’s comeI think design-wise, hopefully there is a thread of creativity that’s come
through the design aesthetic from the beginning, when I first started, tothrough the design aesthetic from the beginning, when I first started, to
now. One of the beautiful things now is, as the business has grown, Inow. One of the beautiful things now is, as the business has grown, I
think it enables [me] to design more. On some level, there are constraintsthink it enables [me] to design more. On some level, there are constraints
with the business growing, and in other ways there is great freedom—youwith the business growing, and in other ways there is great freedom—you
can have more fun and creativity as you’re going.can have more fun and creativity as you’re going.
  
On winning design awards…On winning design awards…
I think that with every layer of recognition, whether it’s a celebrity or an award—I won the CFDA a few years agoI think that with every layer of recognition, whether it’s a celebrity or an award—I won the CFDA a few years ago
[and ACE Award for Brand of the Year in 2014]—it kind of becomes like a layer cake. People [usually] think that[and ACE Award for Brand of the Year in 2014]—it kind of becomes like a layer cake. People [usually] think that
when a celebrity wears something, it changes everything. With the award, it was just great recognition, and inwhen a celebrity wears something, it changes everything. With the award, it was just great recognition, and in
that sense it impacted [the brand] —it’s affirmation. And you want affirmation.that sense it impacted [the brand] —it’s affirmation. And you want affirmation.
  
On jewellery materials…On jewellery materials…
I think for me, obviously working with precious materials is great. One of the things that I personally love is theI think for me, obviously working with precious materials is great. One of the things that I personally love is the
scale that the materials enable me to work with. The brand is very recognizable in terms of scale as well asscale that the materials enable me to work with. The brand is very recognizable in terms of scale as well as
material, [being bold and big], but with the Fine [Collection], I was able to design into these very miniaturematerial, [being bold and big], but with the Fine [Collection], I was able to design into these very miniature
sculptures. Obviously [with] gold and silver you can do that. And the stones can all be properly set, so because ofsculptures. Obviously [with] gold and silver you can do that. And the stones can all be properly set, so because of
the materials, I was able to design into a smaller scale that was petit.the materials, I was able to design into a smaller scale that was petit.
  

On inspiration…On inspiration…
  
I love travelling. I’m trying to plan my next trip for Christmas, which I’m reallyI love travelling. I’m trying to plan my next trip for Christmas, which I’m really
looking forward to. Right now I’m debating between Bhutan and Argentina andlooking forward to. Right now I’m debating between Bhutan and Argentina and
Vienna. I think the great thing about travelling to non-commercial places is that itVienna. I think the great thing about travelling to non-commercial places is that it
pushes you to step out of commercialization and look at how people are wearingpushes you to step out of commercialization and look at how people are wearing
colour and textures and form, and then [channel] it into product and understandingcolour and textures and form, and then [channel] it into product and understanding
design. I definitely get inspiration from travel and I get inspiration from a lot of art, Idesign. I definitely get inspiration from travel and I get inspiration from a lot of art, I
love looking at art and antiques.love looking at art and antiques.
  

On art…On art…
I love museums—to me it’s like a habit. I like to go for a two-hour period of time, so I’m not completely saturated.I love museums—to me it’s like a habit. I like to go for a two-hour period of time, so I’m not completely saturated.
I leave feeling awakened and stimulated, because if I stay for four hours, I feel like I need to take a nap. [Art] isI leave feeling awakened and stimulated, because if I stay for four hours, I feel like I need to take a nap. [Art] is
such a part of jewellery, really, and I think that as jewellery continues to be represented as art, I think it’s such ansuch a part of jewellery, really, and I think that as jewellery continues to be represented as art, I think it’s such an
integral part of it.integral part of it.
  
On favourite designer collaborations…On favourite designer collaborations…
Burberry was my first collaboration, when Rose Marie Bravo was at the company, so it was such a memorableBurberry was my first collaboration, when Rose Marie Bravo was at the company, so it was such a memorable
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Burberry was my first collaboration, when Rose Marie Bravo was at the company, so it was such a memorableBurberry was my first collaboration, when Rose Marie Bravo was at the company, so it was such a memorable
[collaboration] because it was my first one. I think [all collaborations] are interesting—like Jeremy Scott. I really[collaboration] because it was my first one. I think [all collaborations] are interesting—like Jeremy Scott. I really
liked working with Jeremy Scott, I relate to him—this was before he was at Moschino. I think we’re very similar inliked working with Jeremy Scott, I relate to him—this was before he was at Moschino. I think we’re very similar in
our sensibility, so I feel like Jeremy Scott would be the one I’m most in-tune with. Nicola Formichetti is amazing.our sensibility, so I feel like Jeremy Scott would be the one I’m most in-tune with. Nicola Formichetti is amazing.
I relate to both of them, they’re super smart and I’m personally more like them.I relate to both of them, they’re super smart and I’m personally more like them.
  
On the year ahead…On the year ahead…
I just did a collaboration with Sephora, so that’s coming out right now. And for 2015,I just did a collaboration with Sephora, so that’s coming out right now. And for 2015,
we are opening more stores. And in terms of creativity, I’m actually already into thewe are opening more stores. And in terms of creativity, I’m actually already into the
Resort [Collection]. We’re looking at real individualization and trying to createResort [Collection]. We’re looking at real individualization and trying to create
products that can be individualized more than just a monogram—something that’sproducts that can be individualized more than just a monogram—something that’s
really speaks on an emotional level.really speaks on an emotional level.
  
On working with Michelle Obama…On working with Michelle Obama…
She reached out to me in June and so I worked closely with Michelle [on the ReachShe reached out to me in June and so I worked closely with Michelle [on the Reach
Higher Initiative]. She’s such an influencer and she’s such an amazing, powerfulHigher Initiative]. She’s such an influencer and she’s such an amazing, powerful
example for so many youth, particularly women. Michelle is very involved withexample for so many youth, particularly women. Michelle is very involved with
promoting the idea [that] it’s not only [about] education but about inspiration. Wepromoting the idea [that] it’s not only [about] education but about inspiration. We
worked with something like 1,000 kids and they turned the White House into aworked with something like 1,000 kids and they turned the White House into a
learning centre for fashion. And so I was part of the construction workshop and I waslearning centre for fashion. And so I was part of the construction workshop and I was
teaching kids how to construct – laying out all these components that would hopefullyteaching kids how to construct – laying out all these components that would hopefully
stimulate a reaction and then they can actually learn how to create something out of nothing. It was a greatstimulate a reaction and then they can actually learn how to create something out of nothing. It was a great
experience.experience.
  
——Julia ParfenyukJulia Parfenyuk
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